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TSA BUSINESS

TSA Winter Business Meeting
Stiver Ranch near Junction
January 31, 1998
Officers present included:
Gi ll Ediger-Chairman
Jim Kennedy-Vice-Chairman
Al icia Whitfield-Secretary
Chri sta McLeland-Treas urer (absent)
Minutes of previous meeting were read by
Edi ger and approved by acclamation.
Treasurer's Report was read (see page 20)
by Ediger in the absence of the Treasurer
and approved by acclamation.

COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Conservation Committee - No report (position currently vacant)
Cave Resc ue CTCRC)- John Green (not
present)-No Report
Ediger discussed John 's des ire to hold
NC RCffCRC training and to provide interested Texas cavers with ID cards for use by
Emergency Response personnel to identify
cavers who can assist with cave rescues. The
Texas DPS Office of Emergency Management now has the TSA Cave Resc ue Number in their database. Walter Pickett reported
that a statew ide Level II seminar is in the
planning stages. Ediger reported that an interview with John Green has been done and
will be included in a future TEXAS CAVER. It
is very important for cavers who are interested in rescue to stay active and in touch
with organi zed rescue groups so they know
we exist and what we have to offer, and so
that cavers are called when there is a cave
rescue.
Membership Committee-:- Ediger: Membership is way down mostly because The CAVER
is not coming out, for which he will take
most of the credit for. We are going to try to
work membership back up . We are goi ng to
contact the Grottos and encourage them to
get their people to join. Many independent
cavers are coming to the Projects but are
not j o ining TSA. Present membership is

between 250 and 300, down from the usual
350 or so. We'd like to get it up to over 400.
Bookstore- Eric Flint: We need Bat sti ckers, reflective Oztotl st ickers, and T-shirts.
Suggested that we send some T-shirts to NSS
Convention.
Constitution- Still on hold pending T EXAS
CAVER and membership improvement.
Publications- Ediger: 1997 CAVER is way
behind and he will take a lot of responsibility for that. Two '97 issues are basically
ready to go but have some for matting problems and wi ll be printed as soon as that's
done. Tim Stich is working on another issue. A call for a new editor resulted in two
responses. We are in final stages of negotiations with Bri an Vauter of NBC to take over
the editorship. Submissions are requested.
Keith Heuss also inquired and was replied
to. The problem is CUITentl y the mone y required to put out publications. We need more
members. We get good reviews on the Newsletter, but can ' t get independent cavers to
subscribe. Proj ect managers are requested
to take app li ca ti o ns from independe nt
cavers. Please push it.

for next weekend . Getting ready to put in a
new well. Might be a good idea to get the
project a littl e more fo rmali zed .
Colorado Bend - Holsin ger: Trip coming
up in 2 weekends. Had successful trips all
season. Project has an MOU with the park.
Still happy with us. Finding more caves.
which creates a backlog of survey ing. Need
help . Student Grottos are encouraged to
bring thei r people.
Bustamante- Ed iger: Was a good project.
We need to encourage eac h Grotto to take
one trip a year. One of the purposes of the
project was to get the city of Bustaman te to
understand that we were there to help so that
whenever they do commerci ali ze the cave
we still have access to go do stuff. We put in
72 steps and still have about that many left
to put in-concrete steps. Grottos can go
down there for the weekend-even if they
don ·t put in but I 0 steps-then go cav ing
fo r the rest of the time. Th at's what we're
after. They can bring a couple of bags of
tras h o ut. We ' ve a rra nged wit h the
Bustamante officials to do that.
Ami stad- No Report. Two trips schedul ed
for the Spring.

PROJECT REPORTS:
Powell 's - Holsinger: Trip Feb 28. Need a
fence around entrance to prevent small an imals from falling in . Kev in Thuessen is
working on vegetation restoration around the
entrance. Trying to buy a ladder to keep on
the property pennanentl y. Need to determine
di sposition of remain ing pipe section. Bats
are happy with present entrance. It was suggested that any fence be as visually non-intrusive as possible.
Government Canyon - Had first trip several weeks ago. George Yeni has retired and
turned project over to Marvin Miller and
Dan Sharon.
Honey Creek- Holsinger: Trip announced

Marneldo- Kennedy: Trips to be set up for
the Spring.
The suggestion was made that the TS A form
a Geology Subsection made up of geolog ists
and geology students and other interested
cavers. The Subsection wo uld participate
with the Projects to stud y the local geology
in support of the project and to prod uce geological reports from in and around the cave.
So far nobody has picked up the ball. Thesis potential ex ists.

ORGANIZATION REPORTS:
TSS - Kennedy: Bill Elliott has moved to
Mi ssouri . Jim Kennedy is now the ed itor for
the TSS. Julie Jenkin s is the Office Man19
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ager. Butch Fralia is Data Manager. A couple
of publications are in the works. Hopes to
have a workday every month or so. We also
produce an article or two for The TEXAS
CAVER. Texas cavers are urged to use the TSS
and to submit cave repor1s . It was suggested
that each Grotto dedicate a weekend every
year to working in the office , and that Grottos pick a project area to work on throughout the year to update the TSS files.
TCC- No Report.
TCMA- Jenkins: New sign has been put up
at Whirlpool and they are planning a work
project to be announced for the spring. Small
groups can still camp there, but large groups
are discouraged due to lack of restroom facilities.
AMCS - Ediger: Newsletter and Death
Coral Caver are out. Other projects are moving along.
BCI- Kennedy: Will have a presentation at
the NSS Convention and the Cave & Karst
Management Symposium. Working with

Fish & Wildlife Service, the Forest Service,
NSS , and ACCA on a new Gating Book.
CRF- No Report. We continue to advertise
CRF trips because Texas cavers go to them.
TCR- Ediger: We need a good site, permanent or temporary. It needs to be on a good
creek or river. It needs a flat campsite for
500 or more people. Trees would be nice.
Electricity and running water would be
good, but not necessary. All Texas cavers
should be on the lookout for the perfect spot.
We will buy something if it comes along.
An old, out-of-business summer camp would
offer a lot of facilities and could be rented
to other groups during the year. Expenses
last year were around $5500. TCR collects
TSA dues from about 75 % of the members.
There were several complaints about the cost
ofTCR last year. It costs a lot to put on but
is still one of the cheapest and best fed of
the various regional caving events in the
country. Grottos are encouraged to get their
people to attend. There are several free loaders every year.

ANNOUNCEMENTS:
Tara Martin: An Austin company called
Hydrolab has some water monitoring equipment available for doing cave studies. Contact her for information .
Walter Pickett Has come up with a guide
for self-rescue, but it still needs some work
and incorporation into the TCRC. He was
asked to reduce it to a summary and guidelines suitable for The T EXAS CAVER.
Jim Kennedy: TSAConvention is set for 2426 April in Blanco. See announcements in
upcoming Newsletters. Camping will be on
site. Meeting hall will hold 300 people.
There will be mini-workshops on Sunday.
Ediger issued a challenge to the Grottos to
make it an official club trip and drag people
along.
OLD BUSINESS- None
NEW BUSINESS- None
The meeting was adjourned by acclamation.

TSA BUSINESS- FINANCIAL REPORT
TREASURER'S REPORT FOR 1998
WINTER BUSINESS MEETING

Additional Information & Comments
by Gill Ediger, Chairman

Approximately I 50 TSA members paid
dues at TCR for a total of $3 I 00 income.
Several hundred more has come in since
then but has not been deposited. $340
were deposited into the TSA Land
Acquision Fund.

Regular annual disbursements fall more or
less into the following categories:

Current Balance is $2900 in the Active
Account, which isn ' t much.

TSA Activities Newsletter costs:
Paper
$ 12 per issue
Copying
free
Postage
$200
Total $212 x 12 issues
$2,544/year

The TSA Bookstore has $I 80 in cash .
Sales have been good and more items
will be ordered before the Convention.
The Bustamante Project generated $540
which the TSA is holding.

Bulk mail permit:
Post Office Box rent:
Bank Account:

$80 per year
$58 per year
$150 per year

=

Respectfully submitted,

The TEXAS CAVER costs (average):
$120
Negatives
Printing
$400
Postage
$1 00
Total $620 x 6 issues = $3,720/year
Total expenses
$6,574

Christa McLeland
Treasurer

It doesn' t take a mathematical genius to see
that with only $4,000 nominal income and

20

$6,600 in expenses the TSA cannot long stay
in business. We are, in 1998, still paying
shortfalls from 1997, as well.
Potential annual income:
200 TSA
300 TSA
400 TSA
400 TSA
500 TSA

members @ $20 each
members @ $20 each
members @ $20 each
members @ $25 each
members @ $20 each

= $4,000
= $6,000
= $8 ,000
= $10,000

=$1 0,000

Membership is the main way we raise
money. You can see that only 100 members
makes a substantial difference in income. All
Grottos and projects are requested to encourage their members to join the TSA.

THt: T EXAS CAVER
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CHAIRMAN'S CORNER
By GILL EDIGER
f you are reading this then you are
probably a TSA member. So it may
seem that I am only preaching to the
choir. But all things are not as they seem;
so please read on.
As you can see by the Treasurer 's
report and my summary in the accompanying pages, the present numbers
don ' t work out. We have some moreor-less fixed costs for operating the TSA
but we don't have enough income to pay
for them. Income comes primarily from
membership dues. Last week I mailed
296 TEXAS CAVERS. About 30 of those
are exchanges or library copies, meaning that we have about 260 paid TSA
members. We have over I 000 cavers in
Texas! I maintain the database , so I
know.
The TSA is an association of
Texas caving entities. Your Grotto , if
you have one, is a Texas caving entity.
Each of the Projects, which you attend,
is a Texas caving entity. You and the
people you cave with are Texas caving
entities. If you are a TSA member then
you are doing your part! Right? Maybe
not. The obvious but unstated purpose

I

of the TSA is to make caving better for
Texas cavers- and the other Texas caving entities. The idea is to share knowledge and experience among the various
entities. The more knowledge that 's
available to you , the better your caving
will be. The better your caving buddy 's
knowledge is, the better your caving
will be, again. The more knowledge that
other Texas cavers have , the better your
caving will be, a 3rd time. The more that
is known about the caves of Texas, the
better your caving will be, once more.
So what stands to reason here? The more
knowledgeable cavers you surround
yourself with , the better your caving
will be.
Now, just to set the record straight,
we're not talking about making any new
cavers here. We're just talking about
getting the ones we already have to participate. Since they don't get The TEXAS
CAVER, and you do , it falls upon you to
get them to join , so your caving will be
better. Does that make sense? If each of
the 260 cun·ent members would get only
one more caver to join, we would have
520 subscribers. Look at the chart about

TSA income. What would 520 subscribers at $25 do for TSA finances? That 's
well over present expenses. We could
reduce dues back to $20. Or we could
keep them $25 and offer better, fatter,
more interesting issues of The TEX AS
CAVER. Would that be good? More information on Texas caves? More information on caving? Making better, more
knowledgeable cavers? Making caving
better for you! Is it falling into place
now? Just get one more caver to join
TSA - just one. That seems to be a
simple task.
So, I offer you that challenge! I've
signed lots of cavers up over the years.
It 's easy. Now, I challenge you to sign
up just ONE! Go out and do it. What
does it get you? Better cavers and better caving, of course. There's an app lication blank below.
Thanks a lot. and
Better Caving,

jW
Gill Ediger

r----------------------------------------~

JOIN THE TEXAS SPELEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION NOW SO
YOU DON'T MISS ANOTHER ISSUE OF THE TEXAS CAVER!

Hey! You're right. I don't want to miss another NAME:
issue. Sign me up for the item indicated:
STREET/BOX:

0
0
0
0

$25- THE WORKS (The TExAs CAVER, TSA Activities
Newsletter & Texas Caver Reunion notices)
$30 - Family Membership (Two votes but only one set
of publications)

CITY, ST, ZIP:
PHONES
HOME ____________________ WORK _____________

$20- TSA & TExAs CAVER only

FAX: ____________________P~A~G~E~R~-------------$7- Activities Newsletter only

MOBILE:

e-mail

MAIL TO: TSA, BOX 8026, AUSTIN, TX 78713

L----------------------------------------~2 1
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PHOTOGRAPHY
By JIM JASEK

Widen Your View

ery often, the view seen through
the camera does not match
what is seen with the eye. When
it is not possible tC? step back or change
to a wide-angle lens to photograph a
scenic view, making a panorama may
be the only way to capture the grand
view on film. The idea is to shoot a series of photographs, then cut and paste
them together to form one continuous
picture as shown in Fig. 1. All the equipment you need is a camera and a tripod.
Before making the actual exposure, look
through the viewfinder and pan the camera across the scene making a mental
note of where one frame stops and the
next begins. Although a wide-angle lens
may cover the entire view, the resulting
image is very small and loses its impact.
Panoramics should be shot with a normal or short telephoto lens to duplicate
the vision seen by the eye.
When you have decided on a panoramic shot, set the tripod to the height
for the camera and level the tripod
through a full 360 ° . Use a small
carpenter 's bubble level , available in
most hardware stores, to level the tripod and camera. A round "bulls eye"

V
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level is the easiest to use. It is also a
good idea to extend the center column
of the tripod half-way up before leveling the tripod so the camera can be
moved up or down without moving the
tripod. Getting the tripod level is not
easy and takes a lot of time.
Once the tripod is level, do not tilt
the camera up or down to include parts
of the scene that have been cut off in
the viewfinder. If more of the image is
desired, it will be necessary to raise or
lower the center support of the tripod
or change to a different lens. If the legs
of the tripod are moved in any way, it
will be necessary tore-level the tripod.
The drawing in fig. 2 gives an example
of what happens to the image when the
tripod is not level. Notice how one side
of the picture is higher than the other.
Each frame will contain only part of the
image. When the prints return from the
photofinisher, parts of the scene will be
cut off as shown in the bottom diagram
making it impossible to make a perfect
panoramic.
Besides having the camera on a
level tripod, the camera should rotate
directly under the lens rather than un-

der the camera body, as shown in Fig 3.
Since the camera is attached to the tripod under the camera body, rather than
under the lens, this setup places the center of the rotation several inches away
from the optical center of the lens ,
known as the Nodal point.
The illustration in Fig. 4 shows the
simple adapter plate used to move the
lens under the center of the tripod. Cut
a 1.5 by 5-inch section from a quarterinch aluminum plate. Drill a smooth
hole slightly larger than one-quarter
inch for position B, and drill and tap
hole A to accept the screw on the tripod. The camera is attached to the plate,
Fig 3, using a thumbscrew, and attached
to the tripod using the center screw of
the tripod. This adapter will move the
camera back enough to center the lens
under the center rotation point on the
tripod. Aluminum is soft and very easy
to work with. It can be cut with a hacksaw and drilled easily. A local machine
shop can tap the hole for a very small
fee.
This adapter can also be made
from a flash bracket used on older cameras using a flashbulb attachment. The
7ilE TEXA S CA VER
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older flash bracket, about eight inches
long, has a several screw holes and a
long slot for attaching the camera in a
variety of positions.
Rotating the camera through the
Nodal point inside the lens, usually near
the aperture ring, rather than under the
camera body, produces no lens distortion when prints are cut and pasted together. This correction is small for the
35mm camera and can be ignored, but
it is an important factor for larger cameras where this distance is greater than
two inches.
In a spur of the moment when a
tripod is not handy, a fairly good panoramic can be made handholding the
camera. Stand in one position , hold the
camera as level as possible, and shoot a
series of pictures across the subject. It
is more important to hold the camera
level than trying to produce a good overlap. Use an object in one frame , in the
same position in the next frame , as a
way to keep the camera level. While it
may not be possible to produce a perfect match, the resulting panoramic will
be very impressive.
Once you get the "feel" for shooting panoramics, you will realize there
is an endless variety of subjects. Cavers
spend a large portion of the trip above
ground treking to the cave in areas
where mountain views are very impressive. Other views, like massive pit entrances, make a fantastic panoramic
photograph. A photograph standing near
the edge of the deep pit does not convey the feeling of a huge opening into
the earth, but a panoramic showing the
entire entrance makes a very impressive
photograph. Setting up and shooting a
panoramic above ground is the best way
to begin practicing your panoramic technique. Never pass up the chance to shoot
a panoramic just because you don't have
a tripod.
The normal lens, such as a 50mm,
has a flatter optical field than the wideangle lenses. The flatter optical field
allows the greatest success in panoramic
photography as it will be easier to cut
Til £ T EXAS C AVER

and paste individual prints together to
form one continuous print. Since the eye
has a focal length around 80mm, the
camera lens needs to be close to this
focal length to duplicate the scene on
film. Using a 50mm or a IOOmm lens
for a panoramic will produce a very
large image and will have the same look
as when you photographed the scene.
The wide-angle lens should only
be used when the photographer is very
close to the subject and it is not possible to back up. When wide-angle
lenses are used for a panoramic, it will
be necessary to greatly increase the
overlap of each frame. This will enable
you to cut past the distortion of the lens.
The overlap using a normal lens is about
a quarter of the frame , where the overlap of a wide-angle lens can be as much
as half the frame . The advantage of using a wider angle lens over the normal
lens is the greater vertical coverage.
With very careful leveling of the tripod,
choice of the lens, position of the camera and exposure of each frame , it is
possible to produce some fantastic panoramic views.
Since the majority of panoramic
pictures are shot in daylight, the exposure is critical and can be difficult to
understand. On a sunny day, the intensity of the sunlight varies across the
horizon, and the exposure for the panoramic must duplicate the lighting of the
sun for a natural-looking print. Meter
the important area of the subject, usually the center of the photograph, and
use the camera's manual setting to expose each frame at the same aperture
and shutter speed. Since each frame is
exposed at an identical exposure, the
density of the prints will form a continuous match from frame to frame duplicating the effect of the sunlight. Do
not use an automatic camera, as each
frame will be individually exposed according to the amount of light, and it
will be impossible to match each frame
in density and color balance.
As you stand in the position for
the panoramic, look straight ahead. Do

not move your head, let the wide-angle
effect of your eyes take in the subject.
After a while, you should be able to see
how the light changes in density across
the subject. You should see one side
slightly lighter than the other. This is
the effect you want to duplicate in your
final print, and the only way to obtain
this effect is to expose each frame alike.
When the negatives are sent to the
lab, they must be instructed to print each
negative with the same exposure. If a
one-hour lab is used , it may be impossible for them to control their automatic
machine to print each frame with the
same density. Although prints from a
one-hour lab may not match, they can
be used as an inexpensive preliminary
view. Use these small prints to make a
panorama by cutting and taping each
print together. Take this working print
to a professional lab and have them
make an enlarged set of prints. Be sure
they understand each negative must be
printed with exactly the same exposure.
When you have the finished prints,
arrange them according to how the final picture will look. Overlap the prints

B

A

Figure4.
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so you can visualize where to make each
cut. Use a metal straight edge and a
sharp, single-edge razor to cut the first
and second prints wider than the match
zones. Continue cutting both prints in
very thin strips until they match. Work
slowly and carefully as you don ' t want
to make a mistake or you will have a
mismatch at thi s point. When all the
prints have been cut, lay them on a
mounting board in the desired posi tion.
Place a light pencil mark above and below each print for position where each
one is to be glued to the board .
Use any regular white glue to paste
the prints to the board . Thin the glue
down by adding a small amount of water. Thi s makes it easier to apply glue to
the bac k of the prints. Lay the print face
down on newspaper, and use a narrow
paint brush to apply a thin coat of glue.
Begin in the center of the print and brush
out over the edge. Never back in from
the edge or you will get glue on the face
of the print. Lay the first print on the
mounting board using the pencil lines
to position the print. Use a soft cloth
towel to remove air bubbles from under the print. If you work fast, any glue
on the face of the print can be quickly
and sa fel y removed.
When all the prints have been
glued down , turn the board over and
glue a sheet of paper to the backside of
the entire board. As the glue dries, it will
shrink and cause the board to curl. By
mounting a sheet of paper to the back
of the board, you will cancel out the curl
and it will lay perfectly flat. Pl ace a
weight over the entire board and allow

(!)

it to dry completely. When dry and flat,
you can cut a window mat to hide the
edges of the panoramic view. The resulting print is quite impressive.
It is not necessary to limit panoramic pictures to daylight photography
as there are many good subjects found
underground. Actually, the cave lends
itself to so me fantastic panoramic
views, but it will take some experience
finding just the right areas to photograph.
The cave map in Fig. 5 shows how
a panoramic of the room was set up. The
camera was positioned on a level tripod near the wall. A 21 mm lens was
used to provide floor to ceiling coverage as a 50mm lens was not wide
enough vertically. It took four exposures , AB , BC, CD, DE, to cover the
room. The 2lmm lens was wide enough
to cover thi s area in two frames , but it
was necessary to provide a wide overlap to cut past the distortion of the lens.
The cavers, marked by an "X" on the
map, were carefully positioned to be the
same di stance from the camera. The
walls and formations were within the
same di stances producing even exposure for each frame. This is a critical
part of setting up a cave panoramic.
The first step is to look through
the viewfinder and determine what lens
will give the best vertical coverage. In
thi s part of the cave, the distance to the
far wall was less than 20 feet. The normal lens did not allow enough floor to

ceiling coverage. In thi s particular area,
the 21 mm lens allowed for floor to ceiling coverage. Since a series of shots are
taken across the subject, it is not necessary to be concerned with the horizontal coverage of the lens. Any lens will
do.
The exposure was made using a
flashbulb without a reflector, commonly
referred to as barebulb flash, producing soft, directionless light with almost
no shadows. Some electronic strobes are
made so the reflector can be removed,
thu s exposing the flash tube for barebulb
fl ash. Flash from barebulb will produce
some shadows, as seen in the photograph, but they are soft, not very noticeable, and easy to splice together.
The aperture for the exposure is
based on the guide number. Using a
fl ashbulb without a reflector will require
at least two stops less exposure. If the
guide number is 200, the flash di stance
20 feet, the aperture is close to fll . Then
open two additional stops using f5.6 for
the exposure. Place the camera on the
leveled tripod and set the shutter to bulb
or "B." Use a locking cable release to
hold the shutter open. Then position a
flash, without a reflector, over the camera. Set off the flash in the direction of
the lens. Close the shutter after the exposure. Rotate the camera to the next
position. Lock the shutter open, and set

nr
Figure 5.
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E
Figure 7.

off a second fl ash in the direction of the
lens. When bare bulb fl ash is used , be
sure the fl ash is above, but we ll behind
the lens to prevent fl are .
One of the difficulti es in making
a cave panoramic is related to the number of multiple shadow s produced behind objects such as form ati ons, rocks
or people with each fl ash. The electronic
strobe produ ces contras ty li ght w ith
very di stinct shadows behind every object in the scene. The shadows behind
each object will be in different pos iti ons
in each frame making it imposs ible to
cut and paste the prints together.
Notice the right side of the print,
Fig 6, is higher than the left. Thi s is the
result of the tripod not being perfec tly
level through a full 360°. Four exposures
were made across the scene all owi ng a
wide overl ap in each frame. The middle
two frames, AB and BC, were cut a considerable amount to get past the lens
distorti on. It was also necessary to cut
the prints at an angle to make a good
matc h. When the print is c ut and pasted
Til E TEXAS CAVEll

together, Fig 7, the print will need to be
overrnatted, lines D and E. to produce
the final photograph .
As you can see, the final photograph, Fig 7, is a very impressive view
of the room show ing everything the eye
can see. The indi vidu al frames matched
closel y, producing a continuous looking print.
Th e ac tu a l shoo ting of a panoramic photograph underground is the
easy part. Findin g a subj ec t that wi ll
work we ll as a panoram ic is the difficult part. If you can photograph the
entire subj ect with a wide angle lens,
thi s is not a good subj ec t fo r a panorami c. Try to find a view in the cave
that can not be ph otographed with a
single frame, and you will have fo und a
great panorami c.
Li ghting is another difficult part
of making a good panoramic . Outdoors.
the expos ure is very simple. All you
need to do is ex pose each frame alike
and they wi ll match one to the next perfectly. This is not the case in the cave.

W hen your camera is set in the des ired
pos iti on, you will rea li ze the fom1ations
and other parts of the cave will be at
uneq ual flas h distances. If fo r example,
a panoramic consisting of three frames,
you mi ght have a di ffe rent fl ash distance
fo r eac h fra me. Thi s creates a very di fficult exposure problem . If the two side
distances are much greater th an the center, the densities of each frame will not
match. Try to pick an area where the
flash di stances are almost eq ual.
Panoramic photograph y is a way
to broaden your personal view of your
surroundings above ground or in a cave.
It is also a very arti sti c way to ex press
your fee lings of what you have seen in
a very unu sual way. It is not necessary
to always try fo r a perfec tl y matching
set of prints. The fin al scene can be like
a seri es of "w indows" w ith separate
prints to co nvey the fee ling of be ing
there. Don' t fo rget to turn the camera
vertica l fo r wide shots of a d iffe rent
view. The idea of the panorami c is freedom and ex pression.
25
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Matt Schram sports the
very latest in fashionable,
ecological head gear.
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TRIP REPORT- GUATEMALA
By BEV SHADE
Photos By BARBARA LUKE

Naj Tunich
y working 2-million-hour weeks
through the month of April, I
managed to complete all of my
commitments at Rice by May I, 1997.
It got nasty, but the reward was to be
somebody's go-fer! To be more specific, for the month of May, Allan Cobb
and I accompanied Mesoamerica cave
archaeologist James Brady to the eastern Guatemalan lowland (the Peten), to
help him with some of hi s investigations. Dr. Brady was a resident of Guatemala for many years and did his doctoral work in a grand cave out in the
Peten , known as Naj Tunich (pronounced NAC too-NEESH). It translates roughly as "big dark hole in the
ground." He was hoping to put in another field season at the cave, and we
were hoping to push the pit leads at the
back of the cave! Andrea Stone publi shed a book about the cave, focusing
mainly on its unusual inscriptions. The
book also has a short appendix on the
geo logy by George Yeni , and a nice 2page map. The Rice library has the
book, for those interested- I am going
to gloss over a lot of information and
just give a trip report.
Alan and I flew to Guatemala City,
where we met Brady. The three of us
then flew out to the Peten, accompanied
by about I0 "cultural" tourists. The tourists got a personal guided tour through
the cave (it was rock art to them , they
just wanted to see the inscriptions) and
in return, we got free plane tickets ... and
food ... and hotel rooms. The rainy season had intermittently begun early, and
it was only luck that the road was passable. We stayed out at the cave for several days, during which time Alan and I
could on ly look wistfully at the pit lead.
We had left the ropes in Guatemala City,
assuming that we would be back for a
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Many of the caves visited contained broken pottery, such as this piece found in Pinturas.

three-week field season. Sadly, 'twas
not to be, as the threat of continued and
worsening rain did not permit our return . Nevertheless, getting to see the
historic sections of the cave was in itself a treat - a stunning vegetated entrance chamber, bigger than a football
field, and the floor was artificially leveled back in antiquity leading into some
nice sections of borehole.
The Maya utilized the cave
heavily from the Preclassic through the
Classic periods. During these periods,
they altered the cave to make it very
easy to move through , a lthough the
modifications are not obvious. Frequently, such changes are only apparent to cavers, since non-cavers don 't
realize that it isn 't supposed to be so
easy to walk along the .flat cave floor.
There was even a spot where a flowstone dam (about 8 feet tall) blocked the
entire passage. Conveniently enough,
there were these lo vely little indentions

about one stride apart. You could walk
up the flowstone without even using
your hands. I went across this thing
twice before realizing , "Wait! Flowstone doesn ' t look like that! "
The amount of utilization and
modification in the cave was impressive, though subtle. However, the tourists were there for the art. Once regarded as a crude phenomenon, spectacular cave art pervades Naj Tunich .
There are long panels of glyphs and
drawings, all of the well-developed
classic type, with detailed long-count
dates, and renditions of musicians and
the Maya ballgames. The art is not only
diverse and unique in all of
Mesoamerica, it is also beautiful , consisting mostly of elegant line drawings
in black, on the off-white cave walls.
Many of the inscriptions were made in
areas where the walls were soft. ConSee "Thnich," page 35
Till:
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TRIP REPORT- MEXICO
By JOE IVY
Photos by JOE IVY

Sotano de Las Golondrinas
Pit-Bopping in One of Mexico's Newest Regional Parks
t all started with an argument between Bruce Smith, co-author of On
Rope, Second Edition, and I about
the difficulty of doing a "big pit." Bruce
insisted that big pits require lots of planning and preparation and I felt that they
require only a long weekend and a big
rope. So Bruce was finally shamed into
going with us to Sotano de las
Golondrinas.
Bruce flew into Austin on March
4th, and we departed the next morning.
The folks in attendance were Bruce
(Tennessee), Patrick & Missy Lynott
(Austin), Rebecca Jones (Austin),
Hunter Phillips (Kyle), Alan Adams
(Vermont) and myself (Austin). We
drove down Thursday, arrived at
Golondrinas Friday afternoon, and
started to rig the pit. There was a group
of Czech cavers already using the usual
rig point on the low side so we had to
utilize a rig point half-way up the right
side. Not a bad rig point at all. In fact,
we all agreed that the view was nicer
there anyway. We rigged two lines and
proceeded to bounce the pit. Since we

I

Have a cave and a smile!
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started late in the afternoon to avoid the
heat of the day, we all came out after
dark. One very cool sight was the brilliant moonbeam that came down the
shaft and lit up the bottom of the pit such
that you didn't need a light to get about.
What made this trip different from
other trips we've taken to Golondrinas
was that it had now become an official
regional park. The local government
has erected a two meter high, barbed
wire fence around the low side of the
pit to keep the children away from the
lip. It also helps to channel visitors to
the gate where they must sign two registers and pay I 0 pesos a person to enter. One regi ster is for folks just looking at the pit and the other is for those
who actually go down. There are also
lots of rules to abide by written out in
English and Spanish: no rock throwing
(a bummer, as dropping rocks in big pits
is always great fun) , keeping shouting
to a minimum so as to not disturb the
birds, using sensible rigging , and not
placing new anchors. The local park
committee has also knocked down lots

of the karst blades around the pit in order to make walkways all around the pit.
They have also made a camping area
off to one side of the pit th at is about 15
meters in diameter for those staying over
night. To be honest, we were all hon·ified. On the other hand , looking at the
register it became clear why this management and commercialization was
needed. Dozens of groups from all over
the world and Mexico have vis ited the
pit since we went there last fall. It seems
that fo lks will come a long way to do
the "Big G." And it also seems that most
of them want to slam in their own new
bolt anchors even though there are lots
of great natural anchors all over the
place. Ah, well, times change and you
can park your truck within sight of the
entrance of Golondrinas now.
After derigging Golondrinas, we
headed for the town of Tamapatz to
spend the night. One can rent a room
above the slaughterhouse for about 6
pesos per person per night. And there 's
even a bathroom with a shower! The
See "Golondrinas," page 35

Parking lot near the entrance to Golondrinas.
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THE INQUISITION
By JOE IVY

Kong-Bonaiti Speleo Descender
ince the Petzl Stop doesn't stop
very well and the Aussie-made
SRT Descender is very expensive
and hard to come by, I've been looking
for a European-style descender
with a stop feature that works. I
think I've found it in the Speleo.
The Speleo is made by KongBonaiti in Italy. Kong-Bonaiti is
best known for their carabiners,
which it manufactures for many
other companies, and sim ply
sta mp s the other companies'
names on them. However, they
also make lots of other cool stuff.
The Speleo is a bobbin descender
with an automatic " parking
brake." Like the Petzl Stop, the
user must sq ueeze a handle in order to descend. When the user releases the handle, he 's supposed
to stop. It's important to note here
that the brake is NOT for controlling the rappel but functions only
as a parking brake. Anyway, we
picked up one of these descenders
from the US Kong-Bonaiti di stributor and put it to the test thi s
past December in the El Abra region of northern Mexico.
What makes the Speleo better than the Petzl Stop is that the
pinch point that creates the braking action is located further away
from the point at which the rope
enters the descender. This means
that the pinching action occurs with all
the friction of the descender helping it
to function. The brake is accomplished
in the Speleo by this funky lever attached to the lower capstan which rotates and in turn operates a rope pinching hammer at the top of the descender.
Kind of funky but it works well. We
were shown a new pit near Sotano de
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Venadito and we rigged it with a new
rope that we were evaluating. This rope
is Spanish-made and is l 00% polyester. It's also slicker than greased owl

snot! This stuff was really fast! Everyone had some trouble on the 60meter descent with the slickness of the
rope, but I found that the Speleo, even
with my hefty weight (230
pounds), had little trouble in behaving as a parking brake during
the descent. I was very impressed
that it would actually stop my descent on such a slick rope. During later trips, I found that it
worked really well on more "normal" ropes. On the other hand,
like other bobbin descenders, it
doesn't like dirty, 11 mm rope very
much at all. A lighter person
would have to feed the rope into
the Speleo a lot if they were using
dirty, old PMI or the like. All in
all, it's a really good descender if
you're looking for a bobbin-type
descender with a "parking brake."
Contact Climb Axe, Ltd. at 503236-9552 between 9am and 5pm
Pacific Time to locate the KongBonaiti dealer nearest you.

The Inquisition is a column
devoted to the subjective evaluation of caving gear so that you, the
reader, can make a more intelligent
gear puchasing decision. If you
would like to see a particular piece
of equipment checked out, just
send a post card or letter to: The
Inquisition c/o Joe Ivy, 11916 Bluebonnet Lane, Manchaca, TX 78652 or email
me at joeivy@interserv.com. If you
think that one of these reviews is just
way out of line, write a rebuttal and
we'll publish it here! You can send
Word documents to me or the editor via
email. Now get out there and trash some
gear!
TNE TEXA S CAVER
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FROM THE FILES OF THE TSS

Adams Gold Mine
classic example of a lost Span
ish treasure can be found in the
story of Adams Gold Mine.
Adams Gold Mine consists of two
caves, the Upper Cave and the Lower
Cave. The Lower Cave, also known as
Little Blue Spring, is a relatively small
cave with a spring flowing out of the
cliffside entrance. Two artificial shafts
also provide entrance to the cave. Avid
treasure hunters pitted the entire area
surrounding both caves with trenches
and shafts. The Upper Cave was discovered by one of these
shafts, which is the only
entrance to this cave.
Both caves have been
thoroughly excavated
during treasure hunting.
As the story behind all of this activity
is similar to many of the
rumors circulating
around concerning treasure caves, a detailed
account of its origins
would be enlightening.
The best account is the
following, which is
quoted in its entirety.

A

"It seems that a Spanish pack train
of 20 burros laden with gold mined in the
area and guarded by 20 soldiers began a
northward trek to some destination now unknown. Attacking Indians drove the party
back. Fearing the capture of the gold, the
captain of the company buried it on a hill
beside what is now known as Little Blue
Spring. No one knows what became of the
Spaniards , but some years ago near
Georgetown, an .Indian was bitten by a
rattlesnake. George Pape who lived not far
.limn the camp took him to a doct01: The
Indian recovered and in appreciation for
saving his life, he told Pape the above leg' end, which he had heard many years before
while he lived in East Texas. The Indian was
a newcomer in the district but was able to

tell of many landmarks of which he had
heard, and described a rock under which
he said that his grandmother had been buried. A party investigated the story andfound
a skeleton of a woman, presumably the
grandmothe1;just where the Indian had said
that it would be, but the gold was never
found. There is hardly a I 00-yard plot in
the entire camp that does not show signs of
treasure hunters for the buried gold. A corporation was formed in recent yea rs, and
stock was sold to raise moneyfor the search.
This hill by Little Blue Spring was mined,
but no treasure was found. Th e only trea-

ADAM'S GOLD MINE
LOWER CAVE
• O.:.
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sure apparent in the deal was the $40,000
which passed from the pockets of in vestors
to those ofthe operators. " (Johnson , /958).

The tale, however, doesn ' t stop
here. Yet another massive treasure hunt
was mounted in early 1965 and one that
was so similar to the other in events and
outcome as might lead one to believe in
history repeating itself! Eliezar (Les)
Guerra initiated the next escapade.
Guerra claimed to have been lost for two
days in a cave sometime around 1957
or 1958. His story involves seeing great
stacks of gold bars, silver bars, sacks of
coins and artifacts, including a gold lifesized bull 's head with ruby eyes. The
already hard to believe story becomes

even more so when Guerra somehow escapes, spends some time in a hospital
for either exhaustion or a fungus infection (accounts vary), and returnes some
months later only to find that the one
entrance he knew of had been buried
by a landslide. The reason as to why he
waited until 1965 to instigate a massive
effort to retrieve the treasure is unknown. At any rate, he formed Guerra
Enterprises, and enlisted International
Explorers, Inc. and Mineral Separations,
Inc. to participate in the search.
These corporations undertook massive excavations in and
around Adams Gold
Mine during late February and early March
1965 to the accompaniment of widespread
publicity. Enthusiasm
was rampant. with the
day ' s activities being
extolled and the prospects for tomorrow always bright. It seemed
that the loot was always
just a few feet or just a
few more man-hours away. Such an air
of excitement brought greedy investors
on the run . It is not known how much
money eventually was involved, but
estimates run as high as $100,000. The
hunt deteriorated as excavation slowed
and the principals left one by one. All
this eventually came under the scrutiny
of the Texas State Securities Board, who
subpoenaed various officers and records
of the corporations involved and eventually determined that Guerra Enterprises, Inc. was guilty of selling illegal
securities. The treasure was never
found.
It may have been gone for decades.
During the hunt, another story concerning the treasure surfaced. Old-timers in
~I
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Bell County recalled that James Carlton
O ' Guinn, a Chief of the Cherokee Nation, used to tell how he accompanied
hi s grandfather (who was then Chief)
and a sub-chief on a buggy ride from
the reservation in Oklahoma to Bell
County. While the boy (O'Guinn)
tended the camp, the other two men located and excavated a cave. The next
day, the two men removed a large heavy
bundle, placed it on the buggy, resealed
the cave entrance, and drove away.
O ' Guinn never knew what was in the
sack, but he said the tribe exchanged it
for $96,000. O ' Guinn later returned to
the area and reportedly searched until
he found the cave, but no one knows
whether he found and removed any
more treasure. Optimists will probably

think not- it is hard to concede the death
of such an intriguing legend.
Adams Gold Mine harbors several
species of fauna. The most interesting
is the large fisher spider Dolomedes
scriptus Hentz. This is one of the larger
spiders in the United States and lives in
dark, swampy areas. It feeds by resting
on top of the water, held up by surface
tension, and catches tadpoles and small
fish by plunging itself into the water as
they pass beneath.
The Lower Cave, also known as
Little Blue Spring, is located on the side
of a 12m high cliff. Water flows from
several openings as well as from the
gravel in front of the entrance. One of
the entrances opens into a northwest
trending crevice-like passage one to

OPINION- OPEN OR NOT?

three meters high, often with water at
the bottom. After about twenty meters,
the passage makes a jog to the right for
seven meters before resuming its original direction . It becomes too small after 40 m. A ten-meter deep shaft in thi s
passage connects to the surface.
The Upper Cave has no natural
entrance and was discovered by miners
digging a shaft. This shaft is located almost at the mid-point of a 60m long, I
to 4 meters high , and two meters wide
passage. A pit along the northern portion drops 12 meters to water. Although
the two caves are only 37 meters apart,
no physical connection see ms likely.
The floors of both caves have been exten sively excavated during treas ure
hunting operations.

,

By Karen Perry*
aving only been back to caving
since January, I feel a little out
of the loop, but am catching up
quickly. One debate that stands outregards membership policies. Do we make
ourselves known by being public or do
we isolate ourselves so those who are
interested have to search us out? As
asked, here are my personal feelings.
The NSS and, through it, the TSA
are non-profit organizations affiliated
with the American Association for the
Advancement of Science. Both share the
statement of purpose as advancing the
study, conservation, exploration, and
knowledge of caves. Nowhere in the
NSS and TSA Constitution and Bylaws
did I find exclusion clauses allowing
Grottos to withdraw from the public
light and responsibility. Nowhere did I
find clauses disallowing advertising or
public announcements regarding Grottos.
The definition of the word ADVANCING is: 1) To move or bring forward. 2) To accelerate the growth or
progress of; to forward. 3) To rai se to a
higher rank; promote. 4) To bring to
view or notice.
I have never read, seen or inter-
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preted anything in writing referring to
the mission statements and purposes
that allows for an exclusionist, separatist, elitist attitude. If anything it is the
absolute opposite.
As a NSS group, we should accept
the responsibility of following that statement of purpose. It seems to me that
statement sets a standard. We should be
willing to go out in the public for reason of education, if nothing else. Associations with museums, schools, colleges and universities opens doors beyond our separate individual ability. We
give ourselves the chance to advance,
learn and grow. Stagnation is deterioration. Caving is becoming more and more
popular. Why, even the other week there
was an article in the Dallas Morning
News on caving, but nowhere did it list
either of the Dallas-Fort Worth area
grottos as a point of contact. To me this
is a sad state of affairs. Here is an article in a local, world-class newspaper
and we, at the local level , are not even
recognized in a story promoting wild
caving. Now let's add some insult to
injury: The article featured Paul
Griffiths, president of the British Columbia Speleological Federation. By the

way, a staff writer, not a wire service,
did all this . We want to stop so called
free-style spelunkers, bring them into
the fold, and give them the guidance
they are missing; yet we set ourselves
apart so as to be difficult to find, let
alone be known. Until you told your
friends, did they know about the NSS
or TSA? Think back to when you first
started out!
Now for the other shoe! When
these people do find us, how are they
received? I can say for myself that at
my first meeting NO ONE PRESENT
approached me and introduced themselves. I had to make the move. The
COLD SHOULDER I got was unforgivable! I am thankful that my love of
caving is greater than any temporarily
hurt feelings. By being a member and
by involvement, I hope I can be a help
by being part of the solution, not the
problem. First impressions are just that!
How many potential cavers have we
driven away to unsafe caving because
of indift"erence and attitude? It's time
for a shot in the arm people. Wake up!
*(Karen started caving in th e ' 70s, took a leave
of absence, and is now back-ed.)
TH!' TEXAS CA VEil
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CHAIRMAN'S CORNER- PART II
By GILL EDIGER

K

aren's letter is exactly on target! There is a " non-proliferation faction" of cavers, some of
you among it, who think that caves and
caving are endangered by having more
cavers. In over 30 years of caving, I have
learned that exactly the opposite is true.
Having more cavers is not a problem! It
is an absolute necessity! It is the lifeblood of caving! But, having more
people caving who are not cavers is
definitely a problem! And it's a big problem. That's where the rub comes in.
The " non-proliferation faction "
would have us believe that maintaining
a low profile, recruiting new cavers only
from close friends and associates, and
being antisocial at Grotto meetings will
work to preserve caves. Again, exactly
the opposite is, in fact, the case. Why?
Because there are thousands of people
across Texas who go into caves who
have had not one minute of training, not
one word of conservation, not a single
notion of caving philosophy. They are
destroying caves; they are hurting landowner relations; they are creating bad
press. They are not cavers, but they are
going caving. And there are thousands.
As a fairly well-known caver, I am
introduced, quite by chance, to 40 or 50
non-cavers every year. The typical line
goes, "Oh, hey! I go caving all the time.
I've been in all the caves in South Austin, even the ones with gates. I just bust
the locks off. Naw, I don ' t need permission- don't even know who owns them.
And I've been in a bunch of caves near
San Saba. We just hike around looking
for arrowheads , and when we find
caves, we go in them. We've found
about 20 or 30 out there. Found one with
, a dead Indian in it. We took it out and
sold it to the guy at the general store
who buys arrowheads. We got shot at
once by a rancher with a shotgun. I
heard there was a spelunking club here,
but somebody told me they were a
1'11£ TEXAS CAVER

bunch of snobs - not to waste my time
with 'em." I hear about probably that
many more non-cavers who go caving
each year. Every caver has had encounters of that kind. How much proof do
we need ? They ' re out there and they ' re
doing damage. These people need to be
found and they need to be brought into
the fold, even if we have to supply them
with FREE Activities Newsletters. The
way we get them hooked is to get them
to go caving- WITH US! Then we can
have an influence on them . Then they
can be trained . They are people who
want to be cavers - obviously. So why
don ' t we bring them in?

"To fail to attract ...
potential cavers ...
is tantamount to
collective suicide."
If you look closely at the logic of
the " non-proliferation" faction , you will
recognize a strong "selfish" tendency.
" I don ' t want any more cavers because
I want to save the caves for ME! We
have a nice little tight group in OUR
Grotto and we don ' t want anybody coming in and screwing it up for US! Lord,
WE might actually have to train somebody. That would certainly rob ME of
precious personal time." Do you see a
trend here ? Do you see that burying
one's head in the sand will make a caver
or club stagnant or introverted? But
maybe selfishness isn't so bad. Let's use
that "selfish" tendency. Let's call it into
full force. But this time let's use it to
our advantage. What we are caving for
is some sort of self-satisfaction. happiness, in any of its many guises. We want
caving to be better for US! To hell with
everybody else! WRONG! The way we

make it better for us is to make it better
for all other cavers. The more caving
that 's being done , the more caves that
get found, the more information that 's
being produced, the more that we know
and learn , and the more cavers we have
to share caving with, then the better caving will be for US! That' s about as bottom line as it gets.
We, as cavers, have to maintain
enough of a core group , a support
mechani sm, to keep caving not only
ali ve, but progressing. We cannot stagnate and expect to get anywhere. To
maintain that core group, we need torecruit. We need to recruit those people
already caving who are not cavers, and
we need to recruit new cavers from
among the educated. College students
are the heart of future caving . They will
be the future adventurers. If they are
going to go caving, they ought to do it
right. It is our responsibility to caves and
caving and to potential cavers and to
ourselves to see that they are trained
right. In order to do that we MUST recruit. We MUST have an active training program. Where else will future
cavers come from , and where else will
they get proper training ? Most of the
ones who are recruited will drop out and
never be cavers. That' s not only OK,
it's great! We have, in one fell swoop.
eliminated those people who only think
they want to be cavers and also given
them an introduction into proper caving. They pass into the outside world
with a greater positive awareness of
caves and cavers. Many will remain
close friends , what I call peripheral
cavers. They will be, in effect. emissaries for our cause. They can point people
who are not cavers but who go caving
in the right direc tion - go join the
Grotto.
Grottos are the traditional places
where new cavers are made. Where else
do the resources to train cavers exist?
:n
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Personnel, knowledge, and experience
are all concentrated in the Grotto. Recruitment and training may not be the
only purpose for Grottos, but it is way,
way out ahead of whatever the second
purpose is. If a Grotto does not have an
active R&T program then it is cheating
itself and other cavers- and latent, future cavers as well. A Grotto requires
new blood to be viable, to be dynamic,
to stay young and active. The best new
blood is found in college students. They
are active, interested, enthusiastic, fit,
and make damn good cavers. To fail to
attract many good, potential cavers into
the caving community is tantamount to
collective suicide. If we don't reproduce
we die out. But first we deteriorate.

The opportunity to create great
things in Texas caving has never been
better. But right now the TSA is still
deteriorating- there are not enough new
and upcoming cavers. In the previous
decade or two, Grottos have not placed
enough emphasis on replacing their decreasing numbers. We are short of energetic leadership in both the Grottos
and the TSA . Look at your own Grotto
and see if that is not the case. It is imperative that we create some new and
energetic cavers to move into the next
generation. It's easy, of course. You just
get a training committee together, put
up some posters on the local college
campus, then take those who show up
caving. They'll do the rest, mostly.

So, my challenge to every Grotto
is to get your Recruitment and Training program up and running. We want
3 to 5 new cavers out of each Texas
Grotto every year. To do that you will
need to attract about 40 to a meeting
(the attrition rate is over 90%). Officers, demand it of your other officers, or
quit and get officers who will do something. Grotto members, pressure your
officers to get a Recruitment and Training program in operation , then offer to
help them. It is fun ; you will learn a
lot; you will make new friends ; caving
will take on a new level of energy for
you. And, it's a matter of caving life
and death .

1998 TSA SPRING CONVENTION
BLANCO, TEXAS

APRIL 24 - 26

SATURDAY MORNING WORKSHOP
"How not to become the victim of a cave rescue"
Walter Pickett introduces the caving environment, dangers, techniques, and equipment,
and discusses how to prevent being injured while caving .

A
PHOTO AND MAP SALONS
Great prizes are up for grabs in the salons,
but the prizes won't be awarded if there
aren 't enough entries. Winners will also
be published in THE TEXAS CAVER. Maps
should be sent to Andy Grubbs; photos
should be sent to Susie Lasko. See
Members' Manual for numbers.

COST: $20.00/PERSON
KIDS UNDER 12 ARE HALF PRICE

LISTING

OF

SESSIONS

What's in a cave? - George Veni
Guatemala Cave Archaeology - Allan Cobb
Northern Mexico Exploration - Peter Sprouse
Southern Mexico Caving - Joe Ivy/Becky Jones
TSA Government Canyon Project - Marvin Miller
Cave Diving in Texas - Bill Tucker (tentative)
The Laguna de Sanchez Project - Jim Kennedy
TSA Colorado Bend State Park Project- Terry Holsinger
ITESM Cave Club, Monterrey, Mexico - Fofo Gonzalez &
Erick Gonzalez Montell

includes sessions, workshops, vendors, door prizes, camping,
and the Saturday evening banquet. The Banquet speaker will
be Bob Richards.
The Community Center is on the west side of SR 281, just north of the Blanco city
limits. Camping is on site. Campground gate will open after Noon on Friday.
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SATURDAY

By the way, the Community Center has
a NO DRUGS/ALCOHOL policy to set a
"good example for the young ones."
They will check in on everyone through
the weekend, so please don't ruin it by
having cans and bottles lying around.
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TUNICH
sequently, some of the paint has flaked
off, makin g them hard to decipher.
However, the loss from thi s natural process is nothing compared to the havoc
recent human s have wrought. Since the
cave is warm and humid, the black paint
has not dri ed in the hundreds of years
s inc e it was applied , a nd can be
smudged with a finger.
Although the cave was only di scovered in the early 80's and gated in
the late 80's, vandals broke the gate
during a governmental upheaval in the
earl y 90 's . The vandals attacked the art
wi th what appears to have been machetes. The destruction was random in
its targets, but devastating . The maj ority of the art was damaged, many pieces
utterl y obliterated, some smudged beyond legibility, others slashed and also
illegible. Many of the drawings look as
if they were only painted a few hours
ago, a nd th e de struction looks like
slashes on a living hi story. Now, much
of this information is lost forever. After the initi al awe wears off, the most
common reaction I saw was tears. It 's
an incredibl y sad and terribl e thing to
see, but still amazing. With a little slogging, we did manage to get all the tour-

Barbara Luke

Two meter-high wall constructed by the Maya within Pinturas.

ists out of the backcountry, and since
our field season had been quashed by
the rain , we headed back to the city of
Fl ores, still out in the Peten. Within a
co upl e of days, Dr. Brady was guided
to several small caves in the area, which
contained several rock walls. a few more
insc ription s, and tons of broken pottery.
A good bit of the ce ra mi c was
prec lassic , and an arti cle on these caves

GOLONDRINAS

next mornin g, we left Tamapatz to go
bop Hoya de Guaguas. Gu ag uas is
another large pit in the area with a low
side drop of 146 meters and a hi gh side
drop of202 meters. Unlike Golondrinas,
it takes about 30-45 minutes to hike
from the road to the pit. I also feel that
the entrance to Guaguas is more impressive than Golondrinas even though the
pit isn' t as deep . Once we arrived at
the low side, we tossed a couple of bi g
rocks into the hole and watched them
explode. Then we hiked up to the hi gh
side, ri gged a rope and started bouncing the pit. While we were up there , a
lo ca l fellow walked up the trail ,
whipped out a stack of papers and proceeded to ex plain that they are go ing to

make a park out of Guaguas as well!
Same sort of thing as Golondrinas: two
registers. rules and I 0 pesos a head. He
told us that they are planning to build a
camping area and an outh ouse. Lovely.
We paid our fees . derigged and headed
for the hi ghway.
Saturday ni ght was spent at the
Cascada Micas. a really beautiful series
of travertine waterfalls fo rmed on a ri ver
that flows out of the mountains west of
Ciudad Valles. Sunday was spent dri ving back to Austin . If you want to do a
weekend Go londrin as trip. it's not hard
at all -just remember to take yo ur pesos with you to the pit!

has been publi shed in the archaeo logy
j ournal Mexican. vo l. XIX. no. 5.
However. w hil e the se caves did
contain seve ra l impre ss ive e ntrance
chambers, they did not offer mu ch in
the way of miles of beckoning darkne ·s.
We were sadl y forced to stay in an airconditi oned hote l in nearby Flores. and
ea t reg ul ar mea ls. But we m ade it
through OK.
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